The zoo-keeper's problem is to nd a shortest closed zoo-keeper's path starting at a point of the zoo and touching all cages. We present O(nlogn) algorithm for zoo-keeper's problem where n is the input size. The algorithm is based on a new data structure called the oodlight tree.
Introduction
We consider the zoo-keeper's problem introduced by Chin and Ntafos 2]. Let P be a simple polygon representing a zoo. Let C 1 ; : : :; C k be a set of k disjoint convex polygons in P such that each polygon C i shares an edge of the polygon P. The polygons C i represent the cages of the zoo. Let p be a vertex of P representing a zoo-keeper's chair. The zoo-keeper's problem is to nd a shortest closed path starting at p and touching at least one point of each cage, see Fig. 1 . This path is the shortest path of the zoo-keeper to feed all the animals. The zoo-keeper's problem belongs to the Art Gallery problems 9, 10, 11]. The optimal zoo-keeper's path visits the cages in the order they appear along the boundary of P. Otherwise it would cross itself and could be shortened. We assume that the cages C 1 ; : : :; C k 1 are in the clockwise order along the boundary of P and the chair p is between C k and C 0 . Let Q be the combined polygon consisting of all zoo and cage edges reachable from the zoo-keeper's chair (note that the zoo-keeper does not enter the cages), i.e. Q = P n k i=1 C i . Let n be the number of edges of Q. Chin and Ntafos 2] have shown how to nd a shortest zoo-keeper's path in O(n 2 ) time under the Real RAM machine model. Hershberger and Snoeyink 6] gave O(n log 2 n) algorithm under the same model. Jonsson 7] obtained a linear-time algorithm for computing an approximate zoo-keeper's route guaranteed to be at most 6 times longer than the shortest path.
Our approach di ers from the previous one 2, 6]. Actually we solve the more general problem where the zoo-keeper is able to stop at any point in the zoo.
Free-End Zoo-keeper Problem. Preprocess the zoo con guration including the polygon P, the cages C 1 ; : : :; C k and the chair p such that, for a query point q 2 Q = P n k i=1 C i , the shortest path from p to q touching all cages can be quickly reported.
We present an algorithm with O(n log n) preprocessing time and O(log n+K) query time under the Real RAM machine model where K is the output size. Clearly, the zoo-keeper's problem can be solved in O(n log n) time. We mention the relation between the zoo-keeper's queries and the shortest path queries 4, 5] . In the shortest path queries there are no cages (k = 0) but the starting point is not xed. Note that the zoo-keeper's queries can be answered in the optimal time as well as the shortest path queries.
Background
The previous algorithms 2, 6] The To nd the combinatorial type of the shortest zoo-keeper's path Chin and Ntafos 2] exploited a monotonicity property of zoo-keeper's paths. They pick one combinatorial path type and modify it incrementally to get the optimal path type. They show that the length of the best path of the current combinatorial type decreases monotonically, and that the type changes only O(n) times before the optimal path type is found. They show that the shortest path corresponding to a combinatorial type can be computed in linear time producing O(n 2 ) algorithm. Hershberger and Snoeyink 6] improved the running time of the shortest path algorithm to O(log 2 n) producing O(n log 2 n) algorithm.
Algorithm
We consider the zoo-kepper problem with no xed nal point. We need a data structure to answer zoo-keeper queries. The zoo-keeper's query is to nd the shortest zoo-keeper's path from a chair p to a query point q 2 Q.
The algorithm for building the data structure has two stages. In the rst stage we relax the re ection principle and use only shortest paths. Let p i and q i be the endpoints of the common edge of the polygon P and the cage C i . The vertices p; p 1 ; q 1 ; : : :; p k ; q k form a subsequence of the vertices of P in clockwise order, see Fig 3. A shortest path from p to any point of the rst cage lies between two shortest paths pp 1 and pq 1 in the polygon Q. In general the shortest path between two boundary points of the cages C i and C i+1 lies between two shortest paths p i q i+1 and q i p i+1 in the polygon Q. We call them bounding shortest paths. To build a data structure in O(n log n) time the total complexity of the bounding shortest paths is important. The following Lemma establishes such a property.
Lemma 1 The total complexity of the bounding shortest paths is linear.
Proof. Consider the bounding shortest path = (pp 1 q 2 : : :p 2i?1 q 2i : : :p). We prove that each vertex of the polygon P appears at most two times in the path . It implies j j 2n and we are done.
Let r be a vertex of . Any consecutive vertices ab of the path cut o the part of the polygon P to the left of the edge ab. For any three consecutive vertices abc of the path the clockwise angle abc is less than if and only if the edges of P incident to b are to the left of the edges ab and bc. So there is at most one pass r 1 rr 2 cutting o the edges of P incident to r and there is at most one pass r 0 1 rr 0 2 with angle at least (the sectors of di erent passes are properly disjoint), see Fig. 3 
b).
To nd all the bounding shortest paths we can apply an algorithm for shortest path queries in a simple polygon 4, 5] . 
Floodlights
To represent all possible zoo-keeper's paths we use the notion of a oodlight. For example all paths from the chair p to the rst cage have the form of a funnel that is divided into oodlights, see In other words, if we translate oodlights into the origin they illuminate a sector (or form one oodlight) and a point can be properly illuminated by at most one oodlight, see Fig. 4 b) . Proof. The edges of the cage C i can be viewed as mirrors. The re ection principle is applied to oodlights as follows. Let f be a oodlight illuminating the cage C i . If f illuminates a part of an edge e then the re ecting beams are represented by a mirroring oodlight, see Fig. 5 a) . If f illuminates m edges then the re ecting beams are represented by 2m ? 1 oodlights because each illuminated edge and each illuminated vertex generates one oodlight, see Fig. 5 b) . Note that the oodlights (and beams) change their order after re ection. 
Floodlight Tree
To store the oodlights we use a oodlight tree T that is a balanced binary tree. The leaves of T correspond to the oodlights. Let flood(v) denote the oodlight stored in a leaf v. With each internal node v we associate the following information. The following operations can be performed in O(log n) time.
The isometry Map(v)
access to a oodlight. The real oodlight corresponding to a leaf v can be computed using the maps of the nodes above v.
insertion of a oodlight. Note that to make correct flood(v) of a new leaf v the real oodlight must undergo the inverse maps of the nodes to the path from v to the root. The oodlight f might participate in the separating line Split(u) for all nodes u above v only. They can be updated in bottom-up fashion using the bounding rays of flood(v) and corresponding maps.
deletion of a oodlight f. We delete a leaf v corresponding to f and its parent u (if any). The map of u is composed with the map of the sibling of v. We update the separating lines Split(w) for nodes w above v.
split a oodlight f. The split is used in the re ection of the oodlights, see Fig. 5 b) . locate a point q in the oodlights. Find a oodlight or a splitting line illuminating the point q. It can be done using the binary search and the splitting lines. The location is used to compute oodlights illuminating a cage vertex, see Fig. 4 a) . We give below the formal description of the algorithm.
Algorithm FloodlightTree
Input. The polygon P with the cages C 1 ; : : :; C k and the chair p. Output. The oodlight tree T. Insert the oodlight for each vertex of C i except 2 vertices of P 10. for each edge e of C i 11.
Re ect oodlights illuminating e using canonical nodes of T We assume p 0 = q 0 = p in the line 4.
Theorem 3 The oodlight tree of oodlights re ecting about all cages can be built in O(n log n) time under Real RAM machine model.
Proof. The algorithm FloodlightTree is correct. By Lemma 1 the line 1 takes O(n + k log n) time using an algorithm for shortest path queries in a simple polygon 4, 5] . The total number of insertions, locations and splits is linear O(n). Hence the number of deletions is also linear and the total running time is O(n log n).
Zoo-keeper's queries
The oodlight tree can be used to answer the zoo-keeper's queries. First we partition the polygon P into regions according to the combinatorial types of zoo-keeper's path. The beams separating two consecuitive oodlights de ne this partition. To compute the points where the beams hit the boundary of P we can use ray shooting 1] in O(log n) time per shoot.
The beams partition P into subpolygons whose total complexity is linear. The polygons can be preprocessed in O(n) time and space, so that the point location of a query point would be possible in O(log n) time. It de nes a combinatorial type of the zoo-keeper's path. To nd a path 1 of the zoo-keeper from the last cage to a query point q we add to the polygons of decomposition a cup with the vertex p 1 of the corresponding oodlight. The path 1 is de ned by the shortest path 2 from p 1 to q in the modi ed polygon. The edge of the path 1 adjacent to p 1 is clipped by the cage edge. To nd the path 2 the algorithms of 4, 5] can be used.
It remains to show how to nd the zoo-keeper's path from the chair p to the last cage. We modify the oodlight tree to store some track of the cage edges participating in the oodlights.
For each oodlight we maintain a vertex of P generating it. In other words the generating point q is de ned when the oodlight f is inserted. For the point q we store the ray reaching it and the generating point of a oodlight illuminating it. The generating points on the walk from f to p are points on the zoo-keeper's path.
The generating points appeared in the following cases. The rst oodlight is generated by the chair p. The oodlights inserted in the line 6 of Floodlight are generated by vertices of the paths a and b, see Fig. 4 . The oodlights inserted in the line 9 are generated by the cage vertices, see To reduce the time and make computation more robust we can store the edges of cages in the oodlight tree in the following way. We add the generating points for the splitting lines. They can be maintained within the same update time. After processing the last cage we can extract the distribution of the edges and vertices of the cages and the bounding paths among the oodlights.
Each such edge and vertex can be represented in the binary tree T by O(log n) canonical nodes. The path from the oodlight to the root gives all re ecting cage edges and all vertices of P on the zoo-keeper's path. In other words in O(log n) time we can compute the combinatorial type of the zoo-keeper's path. Using the combinatorial type of the path and the back rays in the vertices the path can be computed in O(K) time where K is the number of edges in the path. Unfortunately the modi cation of the oodlight tree takes O(n log n) space.
To reduce the space we can use the idea of the interval tree 3, 8] . The edges and vertices of the cages and the bounding paths can be represented as intervals whose coordinates are de ned by indices of the nal oodlights. Hence, we obtain the following result.
Theorem 4 The zoo can be preprocessed in O(n log n) time using linear space so that the zookeeper's queries can be answered in O(log n + K) time where K is the output size.
Corollary 5 The zoo-keeper's path can be found in O(n log n) time using linear space.
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